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A letterhead is the heading at the top of a sheet of letter paper (stationery). 

That heading usually consists of a name and an address, and a logo or 

corporate design, and sometimes a background pattern. 

The term "letterhead" is often used to refer to the whole sheet imprinted 

with such a heading. Many companies and individuals prefer to create a 

letterhead template in a word processor or other software application. This 

generally includes the same information as pre-printed stationery but 

without the additional costs involved. 

Letterhead can then be printed on stationery (or plain paper) as needed on 

a local output device or sent electronically. That heading usually consists of 

a name and an address, and a logo or corporate design, and sometimes a 

background pattern. The term "letterhead" is often used to refer to the 

whole sheet imprinted with such a heading.

 We have worked closely with the gym’s owner, Jean-Claude Vacassin since its

inception and most recently with a new fit-out in May this year. Jean-Claude

believed the commercial gym experience to be lacking both in results and

expectation. The 4,000 sq ft fitness facility offers semi-private small group

training sessions. With a business model based around small group training,

Vacassin needed to ensure that the equipment for the facility put the clients’ needs

first. With up to four clients training with a coach at any one time, it was vital that

there was enough equipment on hand every time for each client to utilise. Building

from the ground up, W10 now boasts state of the art flooring from PLAE (exclusive

to BLK BOX in Europe) offering a superior surface to withstand the toughest of

tests; fully customised functional training rigs, pull-up bars and purpose-built

storage racks for each rig were also installed.  

Learning and meeting W10’s need for a fully functional environment, six semi- 

private training pods were installed. Each pod comprised of a customised, laser-cut 

bay functional training rig, which allows for one coach to train four clients at any 

one time. Each pod has equipment at an arm’s length thanks to the purpose made 

storage racks. To ensure a strong brand identity was reflected throughout the 

facility, each functional training rig includes the W10 logo. In keeping with the W10 

Performance branding, the studio was fitted out with PLAE Achieve 

flooring. Complementing the rigs, the studio has a range of BLK BOX equipment 

including dumbbells, bumper weightlifting plates and barbells including the 

signature ‘Belfast Bar’.

Prior to the installation, the facility had a membership base of close to 200 

members and has been able to retain that throughout the project. Looking to the 

future, the W10 team aims to grow the membership base to 250 members.
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Thinking of creating your own facility?  

Contact the team now

info@blkboxfitness.com


